The Protein Data Bank (PDB) contains a wealth of small molecule - macro molecule complexes the study of which contribute enormously to our understanding of the interactions. However, exploiting and mining this treasure trove of data requires advanced analysis and retrieval methods that take into account both types of molecules. One such method is PDBeMotif, that has been developed by the Protein Data Bank in Europe (PDBe) at EMBL-EBI. Utilizing a relational database model at the back-end, the data structure represents a network of molecule, residue and motif interactions as well as their relative positions in the sequence and in 3D. The loader applies a number of algorithms to analyse PDB and derive necessary information, such as planarity and aromaticity of the chemical compounds, hydrogen-bonds network, coordination geometry, bond types (including pi electron interactions), 3D structural motifs, sequence domains and families. It collects information about sequence features, motifs and catalytic sites from available Distributed Annotation System (DAS) resources. The web application allows for a wide variety of searches and data analysis including protein motifs with chemical fragments association, protein sites characterisation, correlating properties, hits multiple sequence and 3D alignments. The whole system is released under GPL and available with the source code from <http://sourceforge.net/projects/pdbsam> and on line at <http://www.ebi.ac.uk/pdbe-site/PDBeMotif/>
